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Introduction.
As you may already know Microsoft
Excel, Microsoft Word and Google
Sheets are some of the largest office
tools on the market. Many businesses
are using these programs for data
storage and analysis, presentations,
planning, and even performing work
inspections.
If you run inspections using one of these
programs you know how difficult it is to
exchange data between separate
software programs. You may have also
noticed how complicated collaboration
turns out to be.
Using multiple systems to perform a
single inspection, is time-consuming and
inefficient, it can also have other major
consequences that you are not
completely aware of.

In this whitepaper, we are going to clear
the air by explaining how inspection
engineers use these technologies, how
they might impact the businesses’ growth
and security in the long run, what risks
arise across the organisation, and what is
the alternative.

Chapter 1. Shadow IT
EXPLAINED
Shadow IT is the collection of systems
and applications that exist within the
company’s IT landscape but haven’t been
officially authorized for certain purposes.
Is performing inspections using MS Excel,
MS Word or Google Sheets, part of the
shadow IT landscape?
Unfortunately, it is and despite these
technologies being used outside the
company, they are often used for
business’ purposes because of a lack of
alternatives.
Research from Spiceworks proves the fact
that 40% of end-users are still going
behind the IT department’s back to set up
unapproved services causing data
breaches, data stealth, malicious activity,
and data loss.
There are situations when the IT
departments unintentionally limit the
business performance when building
specific technology domains, with little or
no consideration whether other
technologies might be more suitable and
leaving little room for autonomy.

Chapter 2. The
business impact of
Shadow IT
When asked about the
impact of shadow IT, any IT
department will address the
security threat that arises for
the IT systems.

It could also be because technology is
not that agile as they’d needed to be. Or
it might even be because the IT
departments have limited resources to
support operators with technology.

External technology like personal local pc
or laptop, or personal cloud environment,
that hasn’t gone through rigorous testing
is perceived as hard to control.

The knowledge of business processes
might be different from operator to
operator or from team to team. There can
be many reasons why operators use office
tools that can harm the accuracy of
inspections

Operators might use shadow IT tools for
various reasons to perform inspections. It
might be because of long change
management cycles for central legacy
systems or there are too many people
involved in a process, each using a
different tool.

Let’s dive into the most
susceptible consequences of
Shadow IT performing
inspections using Spreadsheets
or Word Documents.

Is your business using
Shadow IT inspection
systems?

1. Likeliness of inconsistencies/
Erroneous data/ Data Inaccuracies
One of the most damaging consequences
of using spreadsheets in performing work
inspections is the likeliness of
inconsistencies, which in the worst case
scenario, unfortunately, might cause lack
of compliance if for example we’re
referring to an inspection that defines the
integrity of an asset.
Spreadsheet errors can cost businesses
billions of dollars due to the risk of
mistakes. According to F1F9, a financial
modeling company, approximately 88%
of all spreadsheets have errors in them,
while 50% of spreadsheets used by large
organisations have material defects.
These mistakes are costing businesses
time and money, but they impact the
reputation, disrupt careers, and lead to a
dysfunctional company.
Spreadsheets are difficult to control. An
operator can either alter the formulas,
values, or the dependent variable without
being detected in time. Without proper
training performing inspections in
spreadsheets or excel can be a very
frustrating job.

Let’s take a look at this situation
An operator is creating or given a
Microsoft Word template for an
inspection they have to carry on a work
site. They print it on paper to fill it easier
as they don’t have the right technology
to do it digitally while there.. After they
have finished the inspection, they return
to the office, archive the paper, or scan it,
transfer it in a pdf format so they can
send the information to somebody’s
email. Worst-case scenario, they keep it in
their personal drive until they can go back
to the office to share the information with
the persons in charge.
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2. Knowledge loss
Oftentimes when companies use
Spreadsheets to gather and store data,
the sensitive data follows former
employees out the door.

How can you make sure the knowledge is
transferred through the company once an
employee retires or moves on to another
company? Relevant data from previous
inspections or similar ones gets lost
forever once employees no longer work
in the company
Retirement is increasing as older
generations have reached the
employment age. According to Harvard
Business Review one next anticipated
wave of almost 700 retirements would
mean losing over 27,000 years of
experience. How many companies can say
they have meticulously planned the
knowledge transfer between the retired
employees and their successors?
The book, Critical Knowledge Transfer,
stated that business leaders often find
out what data losses occurred months
after employees had retired. Imagine how
many inspections need to be repeated
because of this slow-pace of recovering
all data. The cost of repeated inspections
is added to the new employees' tangible
costs of recruitment and training.

Osterman Research showed
that 69% of the polled
organisations confirmed they
suffered significant data or
W knowledge loss resulting from
employees who took
information resources with
them when they left the
company.

What about all the time invested in
building everything from scratch,
addressing the issues, centralizing
the information, making sure
everyone who needs access to the
data keeps it safe and secured?

3. Human error
Spreadsheets based Inspections have a
high likelihood of human error. Even
trivial human errors like missed negative
signs or misaligned rows can be highly
damaging. A study back in 2008
performed by a professor of IT
management at the University of Hawaii
revealed that 88% of spreadsheets
contain errors.
Entering and manipulating Excel data is a
manual action that can take lots of time
and attention to details, which can be
challenging when operators work in
rough conditions. It’s enough to have a
simple broken calculation in a single cell
to compromise all the data.
In the current challenging and uncertain
business environment, companies can’t
afford to rely on an outdated tool that
can potentially harm the business.
Excel inspections offer no control over the
accuracy of the document. If an operator
realises two months after an inspection
that a cell is wrongly placed, they need to
go back and figure out what happened,
consequently reperforming the
inspection.

There hasn’t yet been developed a
debugging tool or a testing frame to
inspect if cells are working as
expected once a change has been
made.

Spreadsheets based inspections lack
structure, making it complicated to
automate and log the contents of the
documents therefore validating the
data could be inaccurate.
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4. Obstructive Compliance
These are some of the many regulations
that impact spreadsheet systems, and you
should be aware of, such as SarbanesOxley (SOX), Dodd-Frank, Basel II, EU
Data Protection, FAS 157.
Just imagine one Excel document making
its round through all the departments
that require to add their notes to it. How
many versions of t

When using Excel to perform
inspections, you should
understand that it is not a
database tool, and it was not
designed to handle multiple
users working on the same
sheet. Keeping track of
multiple users editing cells
can be an organisational
nightmare.
If a person within or outside the
organisation can open an Excel
inspection, they can edit pretty much all
the contents, right? Without backup
control, it is effortless for a spreadsheet
to become corrupt or even deleted
entirely.
Digital inspection tools help you store all
the information correctly to meet the
demands of both the organisation and
the government. You're not only
registering information; you are securing
the processes that come next. From the
operator to the maintenance manager,
operations, and beyond, users are
facilitated in every step of the process.
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5. Poor change management
Has your business managed to adapt to
the changes required as a consequence
of the COVID-19 regulations? If not, your
business is not agile enough to adapt to
unpredictable changes.
When performing inspections using
spreadsheets or excel, it means that
there’s a lack of know-how regarding
software documentation. One major
downside of these tools is that users tend
to personalize them to the point where
they lose the sense to the next person
who has to take over when scale business
occurs.

The truth is Excel inspections won't
enhance communication among
operators making it very unclear who
performed each task. As you already
know, adding photos in excel is difficult
and not user friendly, so you can't
support information with objective data.
An agile workflow makes it easier for the
operator to add or collect extra
information or modify an existing process
resulting in guaranteed flexibility.

Companies that embrace technology
connecting their field operations to a
mobile solution will not experiment with
these consequences as the operator's
team has instant access to the checks that
have been carried out before, whether
this is on schedule or what important
matters had emerged from those checks.
Using Excel or Spreadsheets make this
instant data transfer impossible.

Using Inspections tools with a
quick click search using smart
filters, you excused yourself
from a long stack of paper
browsing, which could have
taken you hours.

6. Not designed for collaborative work
Inspections usually require information
from different individuals belonging to
other departments, operators,
maintenance engineers, and managers
who have to validate data, partners that
can’t schedule their work unless they
were notified everything is in order.
Also, the final documents are a result of
multiple exchanges of data, ideas, and
files. Probably the only way you can
exchange information when you perform
inspections in Excel is through email,or
shared network location, right?
You already know that this method is
susceptible to duplicate and even faulty
data. What if somebody deletes their
emails, and they can’t recover the data.
Will emailing back the operator who has
to look for the correct spreadsheet again,
is even a choice? Your business can’t
afford the amount of time invested in this
back and forth communication.

With Excel inspections, you can't combine
data from the operator rounds with data
from other sources. Data on running
hours can't justify a visual inspection, or a
reported defect can't automatically lead
to creating a work order. You can't
compare discoveries about an asset with
the maintenance history of that particular
asset or comparable ones because you
don't have all data in one place.

Reducing operational risks should be a
top priority to organisations across all
industries. Assuring that critical
inspections are automatically shared with
the company's right people, so the data is
always transmitted to the people in
charge would enhance the current
collaboration method. For example, some
organisations use a phrasebook so that
they can report defects based on codes.
In short, processes are fully thought
through, and there is no doubt about the
correct follow-up.

Assuring that critical inspections are
automatically shared with the
company's right people, so the data
is always transmitted to the people
in charge would enhance the current
collaboration method

7. Hard to consolidate
Running inspections in Excel or
spreadsheets means that once if you have
to generate reports, you will have to go
through a slow process of collecting data
from all the files that have ever been
created.
That will not only create a high level of
frustration and work-log, but the
probability of you or the operators not
finding the data is highly possible or
worse, accessing the wrong data.
Needless to say, is that you will probably
share the reports the same way you did
with the inspections files. That enters you
in a loop of discontinued communication
across the organisation.
Throughout the entire consolidation
process, the data you acquired is
subjected to numerous error-prone
activities as copy-pasting, call entry, and
range specification.
By the time the data arrives in the
department heads’ inbox, who can assure
them the data is as accurate as it should
be?
Simple data entry and quick ad hoc data
analysis are ideal types of work that
spreadsheets can cover. But if your
workers' safety depends on it,
spreadsheets have too many flaws to
perform inspections with these programs.
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8. Slow decision making
How much time does it take to extract
data from different sources, consolidate
it, and summarise the information so the
management can make clear decisions
that will impact the business’s further
growth.
There is a huge responsibility to keep the
data integrity intact due to high
susceptibility to errors. Those in charge
would be forced to double-check the
information that ends in their inbox,
which is often not done due to time
constraints.
Because of that, Excel and Spreadsheets
delay the process and add extra work to
it, diminishing the overall productivity.
As long as the operators do not have
instant access to the checks that have
been carried out before, and can't
overview what important matters
emerged from those checks, the
communication between them and the
other departments will be slow and
difficult.

Technology is bringing all departments
together, from maintenance to
operations and management. Once
operations and maintenance employees
have joint access to work orders and
activity planning, both departments
save considerable unnecessary work.
Receiving instant notifications with new
tasks or requirements and having a
clear overview of the role distribution
connected workers rapidly and
efficiently enhance their productivity.
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9. Data recovery
If you experience a data breach, or a
disaster destroys all your data, full data
recovery is unlikely to be possible.
With cloud technology, businesses can
store a massive volume of data for
analysis, accessed from virtually
anywhere. Cloud-based computers give
users access to the data they need no
matter where they are.
Companies that store their information in
a controlled digital environment
experiment with many benefits like less
physical storage space or guaranteed
data protection. If you're still storing data
in paper form, a single accident can
destroy months of operations or
maintenance work. Digital files are not
susceptible to this kind of accident, and
even if it happens to be lost, the chances
to recover the data from the cloud are
incredibly high.
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Without proper equipment and process
reliability, companies in oil and gas face
production losses and inefficient
processes. The main goal is to avoid
both. To do that, organizations should
focus on improving reliability efforts
resulting in sustainable, lower
maintenance costs.

Chapter 3. Turn
paper into digital
Optimizing your work
processes should become a
top priority because of the
high necessity to update
workflows, data collection,
task management,
maintenance management,
production tracking, and
compliance.

Performing paper-based inspections and
storing them in paper-form, makes your
whole data susceptible to accidents that
can destroy months of operations or
maintenance work.

During inspection or operator rounds at
tank terminals, processes happen in the
field that you cannot see from the control
room: manual valves, meter readings and
the condition of installations and
infrastructure.
And certainly at inspections where many
counters and meters are read and
registered, there is a risk of input errors.
Inconsistent reading of meters or write
and input errors at meter readings can
lead to the registration of incorrect data.

Digital files are not susceptible to this
kind of accident and even if it happens to
be lost, the chances to recover the data
from the cloud are incredibly high.

Below are some of the most common
inspections operators have to perform
when they go on a work site. Many of
these are still conducted using the
shadow IT methods we have presented
in the previous chapters. Imagine what a
different scenario would be if your
operators performed them digitally.

Checklist fire pumps
Inspection.

NEN-3140 inspection

If your operators are inspecting fire
pumps you would like them to do it as
safely and quickly as possible . Adding
this checklist in a digital tool enables you
to get started right away on your (ATEX)
device.

If you regularly inspect electrical
installations to assure they need the
mechanical and the safety requirements
imagine how chaotically is all that data
stored if performed using spreadsheets
or Excel.

Sometimes you need to combine this
check with the work instruction flow. For
inspection points in which measurements
must be taken from readings, value limits
can be implemented, so that the
inspector immediately sees that
everything is in order. You are, therefore,
compliant and proactive in the
maintenance of your assets.

A regular inspection requires an elaborate
plan, inspecting the new electrical
installations, as well as adjustments and
expansions of existing installations,
visually and through measurements and
testing.

Electrical inspections

Inspection Checklist
for Piping Systems.

If you are required to test electrical
installations according to the NEN and
IEC standards you most likely want to
make sure all data is correctly issued and
everyone who requires access to it
doesn’t wait too long for it.
Running an accurate process analysis to
extract operational insights can be highly
time-consuming when all workflows are
still paper-documented.

For companies conducting regular piping
inspections keeping the system running
smoothly can be a challenge when the
inspections are still paper-based which
turns out to be more costly than initially
thought.
A Piping System Inspection should be
easily executed if you want to detect early
problems to mitigate the risk of a
damaged pipelines system.
.

Legionella Control
Inspections.

SHEQ Site Inspection
Checklist.

Businesses have a legal duty to ensure
the buildings, and equipment under their
control are safe from Legionella growth
and the dangers that can come from
Legionnaires’ disease. The most
susceptible businesses and institutions
are petrol and service stations with
shower facilities, hospitals, healthcare
institutions, hotels, and many others.

Digital inspections replace tedious and
costly manual processes, so they become
more efficient. In today's complex
industrial facilities, the industries need
digitization to leverage data in
disconnected documents, optimize
safety-instrumented systems, and
manage corporate risk.

These organisations have a responsibility
to carry out a risk assessment and come
up with a management plan for the water
supply system. which is recognised as an
essential first stage in managing risks.
Digitising your Legionella risk assessment
checklist would simplify the required
procedures to prevent Legionella
contamination.
You can use this digitized checklist to
check on the responsible person’s
knowledge of the systems under their
control. Furthermore, you can use it to
also check the knowledge of those who
play a role in controlling the risks from
the system. It might be water treatment
contractors, external consultants, or
product suppliers.

If you recognise some of these very
common inspections and you want to
digitize them to enable your operators’
efficiency and productivity you might
want to look into some digital tools
that can support that safely and
compliantly.
A seamless integration between the
office and the field operators will
enable efficiency through the
integrated solution, optimizing
inventory and demand management,
automatically calculating terminal
inventory positions after any product
movement, and integrating into your
corporate network. With cloud
technology, you can store a huge
volume of data for analysis, which can
be accessed from virtually anywhere.
The business leaders’ priorities are to
ensure the safety and performance of
the terminal and of the workers so they
can correctly perform the inspections
required by regulatory guidelines and
by the governmental institutions.

Chapter 4. Criteria to
keep in mind when
you choose your
digital tool
Process optimization.
Organisations are constantly in
competition and facing threats from
other companies, disruptive technologies,
and changing norms. Optimizing business
processes offers many benefits that can
help businesses stay afloat in the tidal
waves of change such as; compliance,
streamlined operations, risk reduction,
well-utilized resources, consistency,
assured quality and end-to-end visibility.

Safety and reliability.
The business leaders’ priorities are to
ensure the safety and performance of the
work site and of the workers so they can
correctly perform the inspections
required by regulatory guidelines and by
the governmental institutions.

Efficient operations.

Technology adoption.

Terminal facilities need reliable power to
help the industry increase efficiency and
logistics, ensure safety, and to reduce the
frequency of downtime events. With a
solution that maximizes operations’
productivity, you can focus on
maximizing other areas of growth.

A seamless integration between the office
and the field operators will enable
efficiency through the integrated
solution, optimizing inventory and
demand management, automatically
calculating terminal inventory positions
after any product movement, and
integrating into your corporate network.
With cloud technology, you can store a
huge volume of data for analysis, which
can be accessed from virtually anywhere.

Regulatory compliance.
Standardization and centralization can
help you, accelerate the execution and
the compliance of inspections, permits,
and work orders, maintaining the highest
security and quality while reducing
operational risks, meeting compliance,
and collecting real-time insight from the
generated data.

How can Smartflow
help?
Smartflow makes the technology
transition more comfortable due to user
experience compliance, which makes
adding process data and asset health
information an easy task. The high
necessity to revamp workflows, data
collection, task management,
maintenance management, production
tracking and compliance makes the usage
of a mobile solution and support system
like Smartflow indispensable.

Digital operator rounds help
you store all the information
correctly to meet the
demands of both the
organisation and the
government. You're not only
registering information you
are securing the processes
that come next. From the
operator to the maintenance
manager, operations, and
beyond, users are facilitated
in every step of the process.

Nowadays, companies have understood
the importance of using the internet and
mobile technology to transform their
paper-based operator rounds into
seamless digital workflows. Many
companies in the ogp landscape are
finding that the option to work online on
web, iOS, Android, Windows and ATEX
devices is essential for the speed and
success of their endeavors.

Smartflow uses a pay-per
user model SaaS solution that
allows a safe and quick
scalability on the cloud. With
Smartflow you have instant
access to data collected when
digitizing the work processes.
Moreover our solution
aggregates the data from
your other software packages
Primavera, Ortec, Exact,
PowerBI, ESRI and Autodesk
and more.).

How can Smartflow
help?
Connected workers.
Some industries have already started
developing a preventive mindset now
that technology is a major enabler. The
key element is to ensure critical
information is captured, held in the right
place and format, and is linked to the
correct equipment. Using standardized
templates for preventive activities will
save time, money, and help you avoid lots
of frustration.
Because of many operational and
collaboration disconnections among field
workers, accelerating the workforce's
digital transformation has become a
major responsibility for businesses. Due
to an aging workforce, job fluctuations,
and increased job expectations,
worldwide industries are working towards
a more digitally connected workforce to
help workers achieve higher quality,
productivity, and job satisfaction.
Adjusting to a more agile work
environment comes as a necessity as
present-day employees like millennials or
even younger generations are used to
and expect a friendlier user experience,
appified systems, and accessible tools
that boost their productivity and shortens
the time spent on repetitive tasks.
An operator who uses digital technology
will be able to perform many more digital
inspections than following a paper-based
process. Once the data is collected in one
place, operators are empowered to take
immediate actions based on the findings,
which saves time, increases efficiency and
transforms the productivity of the
terminal. Smartflow is a connector
between operators and the other
departments.

Data Insights
From a long-term perspective, you will
understand that all the collected data will
help you improve processes or have a
more substantial influence on choices.
You can secure the knowledge and
experience of senior technicians in the
process and in the questions making it
accessible to junior technicians, for
example, and minimizing the probability
of errors or mistakes in the field.
With data insights understanding in realtime what’s driving quality-set
benchmarks, and increased uptime will
lead to higher revenue, ensuring your
license to operate is always compliant
and safe. Moreover you will gain a clear
overview of the hands-on tool time.

How can Smartflow
help?
Partnership.
We understand the magnitude of the
risks you are facing by conducting
operator rounds and inspections in the
traditional, highly-time consuming way.
Our clients have chosen a mobile solution
and support system like Smartflow
because of the need to digitize
workflows, data collection, task
management, maintenance management,
production tracking, and compliance.
Our mobile solution helps the industry
thrive even in the most uncertain times.
Smartflow endorses industries to
increase efficiency and logistics, ensure
safety, and storage data correctly. We
cover all the pillars that make a digital
terminal.
Companies that aim for connected
workers and an agile environment
will likely see:
Less human error
Improved productivity
Increased uptime
Fewer costs
Assured safety & compliance
Real-time assets monitoring at any
time from anywhere
• Quick decision making
• Enhanced reliability
• Effortless collaboration
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjusting to a more agile
work environment comes as a
necessity as present-day
employees like millennials or
even younger generations are
used to and expect a
friendlier user experience,
appified systems, and
accessible tools that boost
their productivity and
shortens the time spent on
repetitive tasks.

Final thoughts.
Businesses all over the world are
facing tensions that are pressuring
business leaders to find a balance
between innovative and agile tools
and the robust and slow internal
legacy.
With high encouragement from
governments and other regulatory
bodies to switch to safer and greener
solutions, businesses have no other
options than to go digital if they seek to
thrive the current challenges.

In the current business
landscape where uncertainty
and challenges arise at every
step, business leaders are
working towards innovative
solutions that help them
achieve their goals,
guarantee uptime, disrupt old
ways of working, adapt
quickly to changing
conditions and enhance
decision making.

Making better and faster business
decisions supported by real-time data
access, business leaders can focus on
creating new growth strategies. Once
they have increased their tool time, they
automatically increase the workers'
productivity.
To avoid the rollercoaster of risks that
comes because of Shadow IT tools
businesses embrace technology that is
bringing all departments together, from
maintenance to operations and
management.

About Smartflow.
Smartflow helps businesses accelerate the execution and compliance of
Operations, Maintenance, and SHEQ workflows while improving uptime
and productivity. Using our mobile solution businesses increase their
Hands on Tool Time, gain more flexibility, and minimize human error
by correctly storing critical data.
Real-time data distribution makes the processes more accurate.
Building better alignment between business, operations, and
maintenance boosts performance and motivation. Optimizing and
streamlining processes ensures that inspections are automatically
shared with the right people within the company.

Do you have any questions about this or would you like to talk to
one of our consultants? Contact us!

073 711 3832

learnmore@smartflowapps.com
www.smartflowapps.com
Smartflowapps

